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“Education Is What Remains After One Has Forgotten Everything 
He Has Learnt In School.’ - Albert Einstein”

 

Dear Parents, 
The new edition of our Monthly E-newsletter is to celebrate the

many accomplishments and achievements that have been made

by the students and staff in the second month of a fresh session
2022-23; A month of achievements and victories, of facing new

challenges and reaching greater heights.

We, at Brookfield International School endeavour, to provide

sufficient opportunities to each student to understand and

discover themselves and to face and overcome challenges

presented to them to make school life fulfilling and complete. We

take pride in helping them grow and develop into sensitive and

responsible well-rounded personalities of the next generation.

Teamwork is the hallmark of BFIS. I appreciate the efforts put in

by our wonderful team of students, teachers and the unstinting

support of the Management for making this a truly successful &

power-packed month for all of us. In this pursuit of excellence,          

I appreciate our parent fraternity for supporting the school in every

aspect.

Regards

Dr Jay Kumar Singh 
Founder Principal
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LABOUR DAY
CELEBRATION

Brookfield International School celebrated the first day of

May as Labour Day. The students celebrated Labour Day

with a special assembly to express gratitude to the helpers

working in the school. The employees were presented with

beautiful hand-made cards as a mark of respect. On the

occasion Principal, Dr J K Singh in his address stated that

future leaders need to be made aware of the importance of

the working class. The event was designed to forge a better

understanding of the labour community among our

students who must learn to respect and appreciate their

efforts. 

IBM WORKSHOP
FOR GRADE 6-8

"Our future success is directly proportional to our ability
to understand, adapt, and integrate new technology
into our work.” 

The school organised an IBM Workshop by Dr Mani
Madhukar who has 16+ years of experience in IT with

exposure to both industry and academia. He holds a

doctorate in Computer Engineering and an Executive

program in Management from McIntire School of

Commerce, University of Virginia. He enlightened our

students about how industry expertise can be directly

linked to the Classroom, where students will enjoy powerful

technical and strategic resources from IBM. 

The students thoroughly enjoyed the session and it opened

up their minds to a new dimension. Also, in the end, the

students asked many questions and clarified their doubts

regarding how at an early stage they can prepare

themselves for the IT industry. 



Brookfield International School monumentalized this year’s Mother’s Day by hosting a vivifying and joyous
event Mother's Day Binge 2.0. This Mother's Day Celebration was a little more special for the mothers this year
because their little ones accompanied them and celebrated the bond of love. “Mother’s love is the fuel that
enables a normal human being to do the impossible,”. To make the event delightful and memorable for the
lovely mothers, we had Miss Teen Divas joining our online session with numerous exuberant activities to make
the day even more special. Finger painting, Frame your motherhood, Glitz me on, Knit your hashtag, and MeMe
yoga were some of the activities organized for the supermoms. Teen Diva models, Miss Ananya Tyagi, Miss
Kavin Rao, Miss Ridhi Aggarwal, Miss Palak Jain and Miss Soumyaa Anand appreciated the efforts of the
mothers and their kids during the celebration of Mother Day Binge 2.0. All the participants thoroughly enjoyed
interacting with the teachers and the guests of honour who were also the judges for the competition. The
winners were awarded certificates by the school. The hon'ble president of the school, Mr. Manav Singla
congratulated and appreciated the efforts of all the participants. The worthy founder principal Dr. JK. Singh
gave his best wishes to all the mothers! 

MOTHER'S DAY BINGE 2.0
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RED DAY
CELEBRATION

The RED colour symbolizes enthusiasm, life and vitality.

Children of Brookfield International School celebrated
RED DAY on 13th May 2022. The tiny tots looked stunning

in their red outfits. The day started with the colour red

everywhere and PAINT IT RED activities were organised.  

 Pre Nursery and Nursery students were engaged in Pom

Pom Painting Activity whereas LKG and UKG were a part of

Thread Painting Activity. This not only helped them identify

the colour but also helped in developing their Fine Motor

Skills.

The RED DAY celebration was a wonderful learning activity

which helped children to sort and classify objects based on

colours by reinforcing cognitive skills.

PARENTING
SESSION FOR 
PRE-PRIMARY
WING

Ms Paramjot Taggar, who holds a vast experience of more

than 25 years in the Kindergarten Domain has joined our

institute as KinderGarten Incharge. A parenting workshop

was organised in the school by Ma’am for the Parents to

understand the science behind the methodologies that

BFIS follows. BFIS focuses not only on the academic but

holistic development of the child through a variety of

activities. The What, Why and How of different activities that

are done in the school were discussed in detail with the

parents along with the school policies.



MAGIC SHOW
Magic is a performing art that entertains
the audience through seemingly
impossible feats conducted by the use of
tricks, illusions, sleight of hand, and well-
practised moves. Since times immemorial,
magic has been a source of curiosity and
fascination for children. BFISians
witnessed a Magic Show from 24th-26th
May for all classes from Pre-Nursery to
Grade 10. 
The magician performed several tricks
which left the children astonished and
mesmerized. He called up a few children
and performed astounding tricks with
them. The entire area sprang up with
cheers and laughter. 

Colour Days help children differentiate and

identify different colours. Colour is a source

of happiness for everybody. Colours can

change moods, reduce or increase tensions,

cause excitement and sometimes have a

soothing effect on a tired person. 

On 27th May 2022, the Pre-Primary Wing of

Brookfield International School was all

covered in different shades of Blue. Our

little ones were looking stunning in their

Blue attire. On one side where Pre Nursery

was enjoying Balloon Dabb Painting,

Nursery was all in their experimental mode

to observe objects that Sink and Float on

the other. LKG and UKG got all artistic with

cloudy days and fish-making activities

respectively.

BLUE DAY
CELEBRATION
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Oxygen is one of the most important needs of
any human’s life, and the best source for it is
trees. Additionally, trees also help in reducing
the levels of carbon dioxide. With this
knowledge, students at Brookfield International
School participated enthusiastically in Tree
Plantation Drive & contributed their bit towards
the conservation of Mother Nature. From the
tiny tots to the senior most students of
BFIS,everyone participated in this great event of
Tree Plantation which will bring about a
significant difference in the attitude of children
towards nature. 

Saplings were planted all around the campus to
make it more beautiful, pure and green. All the
children learned a great deal during this
amazing activity and came closer to nature. The
drive concluded with the words quoted by the
founder principal, Dr.JK Singh, "This joy of being

PLANTATION DRIVE
“Acts of creation are ordinarily reserved for gods and poets, but humbler folk may
circumvent this restriction if they know-how. To plant a pine tree, for example, one

need be neither god nor poet; one need only own a shovel.”
― Aldo Leopold

a nature lover and caretaker will remain with
our learners throughout their lives and they will
surely try to save mother earth in their own
special way!" 
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